Vintage Silvertone Transistor Radio
Model 7211 (Blue Case), AM Band, 8 Transistors, Sold By Sears, Roebuck & Company, Circa 1966

Shawna Hawk on Connecting City & Community
Shawna Hawk has a knack for building relationships. Back in her college days, she connected her academia colleagues with the local

Will Gigi Sohn’s FCC Nom
Olympia radio station when she joined KOWA. Now that KOWA is on hiatus, Hawk is still working with the organization that housed it, Media Island International. Hawk took some time to share the history behind the process of her latest collaborative projects: a city Juneteenth celebration and a documentary about Buffalo Soldiers.

Read Pacifica Network's interview with Shawna Hawk.

**A Message of Thriving on Sprouts**

Need some good news? The latest program on Sprouts features Dr. Wayne Visser, who talks to WFMP's Justin Mog about the world beyond sustainability. In the discussion, Visser argues for a need to change our mindset when thinking about the environment. According to him, we should compare our relationship to the environment to our relationships with each other. We all prefer to have our personal relationships thrive over merely sustaining them. So why not apply that same approach to the environment? Vissers new book is called, *Thriving: The Breakthrough Movement to Regenerate Nature, Society, and the Economy.*

Find in AudioPort

**New in AudioPort**

**Music Mix with Gregory Sweet** (Hour)

Produced by Gregory Sweet

“Gregory Sweet and the Music Mix has been around for 17 years, interviewing musical artists with a friendly and open style. These programs include 3 songs from the artists as well as a selection of music to fill out the hour. Recorded for KSVR Radio in Mount Vernon.”

His first interview in the lineup? Eddie Money

**In the Works**

We at the Pacifica Network office are collaborating on the first Two Minute Tour, a video tour of our office and ourselves. With our video, we hope we can inspire others to make a Two Minute Tour of their own, enabling us to get to know each other better. There's more to come on this, but in the meantime it would be worthwhile to consider what a Two Minute Tour of your station might look like!
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